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1- -- l~AIL~bACK -/-·---- - - -- · - - --
D?S - This is the first interview with Congressman Railsback with the 
Coalition staff of Lyrich, Mooney and Shea at 6:15 p.m. on Wedn~sday 
the 11th of June, 1975. 
S?L - Rayburn House Office Bui lding, Washington, D. C., U.S.A. 
D?S - Congressl:12.n Railsback's office. i,1e just thought ... e'd start out with 
a couple of ground rules for Congressma n Railsback that ... e agree on. 
One, that it is totally confid entia l, subject to yc~r editing or 
going over it, or whatever you want to do and bNo, ... e hope then that 
will rcak e . for as r.ruch inforrr:.ality as it can be. i-~-:ateve r you say, 
whatever you want to add, fine. An d the on ly r eason we have these 
questions together is to have some kind,of basis of coillparison awong 
seven of you. So, sooner or l a ter we rnay try to cover all eleven 
questions. And, so, tbe third point, and I think it~s kind of 
ioportant from the viewpoint of history -- Tom and Steve and my 
function is totally negative. In other words, the only.purpose for 
the questions were to just kind of jog your memory, it it needs 
jogging occasionally. But, you're the primary source and you are 
the primary actor, you're the primary recollection. So, we will be 
just kind of around. We kind of thought lastly that it would be 
appropriate to start with you, not only because you were obviously 
i mportant that summe r, but anyone who can put up with Hooney for 
four years --
TR - NQ, seven years! 
LA.UGHTER 
TR - That's worse than . impeachment! 
}10RE L.\UGHTER 
TM - Excuse me, I'm leaving at this point. 
DFS ~ But, no ciatter what cowes out of this I think we should say one final 
thing -- that we are going to be very factual; and that means compli-
mentary, synonoo ous for you, of course, and therefore not like Nora 
Ephron. 
LA.UGHTER 
TI! - ~Then we finish this interview, take it back and hcve it transcribed, 
~ake three copies of it -- one copy co~e s right back to you for your 
editing and cleaning up and ~hatnot and we 1 ll also try to clean up 
the copy. We will then put the two clean copies together, m2king a 
good copy, and then one copy of the original we'li just keep in a 
file until we have finished the whole project. 
9FS - But none of it will be released until all business is done. 
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TM - You ca n t ake th a t t ranscript an d d o with it wha t you ~an t --
s trike, a dd, y ou k now , th a t t y pe o f t hing . 
DFS - Now we thought we mi ght start ou t with what we re you r initia l ideas, 
n a tural pr e dilictions ab out i mpeach~ent. Steve h2 s been ~ or~ i ng on 
this, do you wa nt to kind of give us a little b ackground, Steve? 
SPL - I don 't know whethe r y ou wa nt t o go back furthe r, l·'.r . ~ai~ s:,ack , 
but we picked the date of July 31 ~hen ~1r. Drinan put t h e fi r st 
i mpeachment r e solutio n in the Hous e. I think I l ef t a co ?y over ~ 
there for you. A cou ple weeks pr io r to that, But te r field had first 
told the world ab out the t ape s b efore the Se nate l•:atergat e Corrilli ttee, 
a nd on the 25th, stx days b efore Drina n put his r esolut i on in, ~.tr. 
Ni x on issued a statement and said t h at he would not s u r r e nder tapes 
to Archibald Cox or anyone becaus e it wou ld d e stroy t h e i nGependence 
of the tpree branches. He then · felt that is s ue wa s r esolved, so, 
whether you want to go back furth er tha n that -- t h e Spec i a l Prosecu-
tor's office -- I don't know --
TR - No, no. All right, I remember Drinan's resolution a n d I t hought that 
wa s a joke. That's to begin with, a n d then, I t h i nk t h at I felt up 
until the Saturday Night Ma s s acre th_at there was no t a ch ence that the 
President would be i mp e a ched, but with the storm of :::,.ail th at arrived 
f r om the District after the firi ng of Cox and the c oncurren t resigna-
tions of Rich a rdson and Ruckelshaus, all of a s u dd e n it b e c2ne rather 
apparent that there might very we l l h a ve to be an . i nqu iry anyway. 
TM - Time frame wise, what the time of this -- the firi ng of Cox. 
SPL - October 20~h. 
DFS - October 20th, 1973. And, Doar wa s appointed the 20th of Decemb er. 
TR - I have an . idea -- in conducting t h is, I think y ou' r e gonn a b e better 
off letting me ~~ybe try to follow your f orp-~wi th s u ggestions from 
you. So, if you want a kind of an a nswe r ferm 0 e, you better get the 
a n swer and then if I've omitted or if you think I s hould e lcb orate --
I think otherwise you're go n na have a muddy stream. 
DFS - Ok ay. 
TR - But that is really my answer to n umber one. 
DFS - When you said it was a joke, in what sense a joke? Fra nk ly b e cause 
of who introduced it or --
TR - I thought it was -- I was being very candid -- I thought it was 
another example of Father Drinan e moting and over e~oting and over-
reacting • . 
DFS - All right. An d with little evidence involved? 
,, 
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TR - With li t tle -- well, not only th a t but little b a sis o f s upport and 
with out a ny b acki ng at all from t h e Democratic lea c e rship, b u t it 
bec ame ve ry ap pa r e nt that the s t orm c aused by the Satu rday Ni ght 
Ma ssacre g ave s c~e respectability to the thought of an inquiry that 
h a d not exis te d up u ntil t ha t point. Now, do y ou ~ an t to go on to 
nu mber 2i 
DFS - Yes, go right ahe a d. I just listed several po s s ible occasions--
TR - Yes, right. He ll, I thought i ~?eachrnent bec 2;:;1e a poss ibility 
although e ven then perha ps a remote -- this is in oy vie w -- a remote 
possibility with t h at happening, t h at is, the Sa t urc ay Night }:Zssacre. 
SPL - Were y ou involved at ·all in any of the discussion; of t h e · Agn ew case 
at that time? 
TR - The Ag n ew defense as far as I was concerned were irrelevant to 
President Nix on's case and my recollection is that t h ey did not either 
add or detract to his case at that time. 
SPL - However, wa sn't Agnew pushing for a n i mpeach.~ent i nvestig ation by 
the Hous e whi ch probably would hav e gre atly. affe cte d --
TR - Yes, yes, a gain, hon e stly the Ag new situation did no t influence me 
one bit and it was just entirely a s e parate case a n d the fact that 
he pushed for t h e House to investig ate did not influence me at all. 
DFS - Well, dropping down to about the fifth line from t h e bottom of ques-
tion two, did the President's failure or seeming f2ilure to comply 
with the Committee's various responses~ did that furth er intensify 
your wonderance? 
TR - All right. The s ubpeona issue a n d the Preside nt's _refusal to comply 
ultimately made it very difficult to vote aga i nst i ~peachment, but 
that by itself was not a sufficient offense on which to i mpeach, in 
my judg~ent. I say that for several reasons. Nuilli:l er one, J though~ 
all along that before we used that as an indepe nd e nt or separate 
article that we should exhaust all of our resedies in that regard. 
In other words, I t hought there were other alternativ es that we could 
have pursued -- we could have followed the traditional right of 
the House to c ensure and we did not elect to do that. By not going 
that route, we did not gi·ve the Pr_e sident the right that a traditional 
i n dividual about to be c e nsu r e d would h ave which wou ld be to, and you 
correct me Tom if I'm wrong, the right to actually confront and 
actually make a statement, am I right before the House voted on it 
or am I wrong? I think there are certain rights that are given to 
an individual that is going to be perhaps held in contempt by action 







TM - Actually being censured by the Congress - and being in contemp~ ~f 
Congress .- they are two entirely separate and different procedures. 
TR 
. -
- Yes, you're right, oh, I'm glad you said that. I'm not talkin~ -~1?out 
censure, I'~ talking about contempt of Congress. You're exact!y · 
right. To hold ·someone 'in contempt there were two routes that we · · 
could have taken • . That would be to have the House vote and .to actually 
hold him in contempt ·and to also have t he Sarge ant at Arms take him 
into custody and so forth, or to turn it over to the Attorney General 
for purposes of actually going through a criminal proc_eeding ·--
indictment - and we did riot see fit to do that. -And the -other .· · · 
i mportant thing is that I felt that in itself failure to comply 
was not sufficient to impeach him ·pecause of the failure on our part 
to exhaust these other alternative· remedies. ·-r · 
•• • ;•: ! .. ;••"' " •{ .. , ... •• ":, ".._,• ' :...~·••••,• • • - • • :r(•:~ :,:.,: • • -~ 
DFS - But,. -did that fail~e -t~:-_ co~ly h~ight~n ·your ~ .:_? -_:_,-_ ~-;/\! _:_,.·.,. 
~h .... L_•_.:•• • ,~ • -~tL~f\: \½.~:r~ i~~- •, /;i .. ";_~ _.i •••:\"_ ~-~ \!~-- • • • •, •- ,-r-•)-;.;:•-.:-. -•.• • ' 
TR = - ~es, _right. _I shoui_d') ~e.t ) ,a~~ --~o~ t~at,. -_-~ I' 11 tell you my o~' ~,ea son-
- ing was at . the very_ end that his failure to comply plus John Dean's 
---~- testir:nony which- said~that Ni_xo~ had 1>een~. an- active p"articipant -in that 
September· 15 ~co~v~r-sat~on. involving' i3 ininutes that had riot be·e·ri -~---
- . .. : <. given to us · but ~which "judge Sirica himself had heard and had 'caused 
him to reverse himself in saying that he did think that 13 minutes . 
was relevant from 6 o'clock to 6:17. The first . 13 minutes when Judge 
DFS 
· Sirica reviewed it he th.ought were relevant to the mandate of .the -,__-. 
Special Prosecutor in determining whether the President had· committ"ed 
an pffense. Now, that coupled with Dean's testimony where Dean actually 
summarized what he felt was the Presidental participation where- the 
President had actually called Shultz a candy .iss, "plus\he_ stimniary of 
information giyen to us that seemed to me to mak~ it ·pretty ··apparent ._ _ 
that the President ·had indeed not told the truth: to\he American public -
those three things in my case led me to believe_ that :the ·President should 
be impeached and held to account..-: -, .. - :- . - ~ _:. ___ ·: _:~~':;:'(;-_ );-:·. - .,· C:. ~--· :· \ ' · 
_ . -· _ ::=-.--- -- -· ~ ;:·t_ :. _:... · :-~ -- : · --_:o..;- /t:~;:fF~:_: ·. -~--; r_·~::_-:. --- ._-_, - _·, --~, .. -~ 
Now that leads us very obviously to the third question - your vi~w ~: · ::. · · 
of an impeachable offense because the whole "thing in a certain, ~ens:~\ .- ~: 
revolves around that. :_- :~~:;..J.-_. · 
-. , :::: '"' -::, ' 
TM - In other words,· in early February and March the Committee seemed -' to 
TR 
.· - ! 
talk about what is an impeachable offense. The Judiciary Committee 
staff issued a brief on what is an impe·achable offense and the 
Department of Justice at the same time had their's and they kind ~f ✓ 
took the neutral positions - they said, in other words, a crime ·had _:_ · · 
to be · committed, or a violation of the U.S. Code, in order to µnpeach. .... :::·: ..... ·:· ;. ;r- ... ·~ ........ . . - .. ,. 
- Ye~: . :· As I >:ec~il_,"' ·my _view was this - I thought _t _hat _it was not · . . 
abso~utely _neces~~ry ~hat the President be found_~~ have committed 
·a ·statutory criine ·~_or · that there be · a probable_ ·cause or clear and ·_ . _ 
: convincing evfdence .that he had committed· a criminal code violation. · 
Historical· precedent did not lead me to believe that you had to have 
/ ,' --
that.Jd_n~ __ of. a' specific statutory· _v:~_'C?lati6n. ·- < . · . , · .·, -~ . 
': S?;::~it\itI{\.}.f ?'?' ,, :: ·:: .  ·, .. i: ):~{f /{~}J§.t;: 
" l • ""'• 4 - ,-~ ' ~ -' - .. • ~ r~, ,. 
- ~ =· -• ~, . ~-~ .. ~ ~ . ·. -~. ,,-;!~·=\·~~- ·~ . .. / ~: ·~~ . •. -
. ...... ' ~ ..: ..., , . ,. 









TR - The question itself became moot because J)obroner'·s Handbook on 
impeachment was able to actually document statutory violations for 
almost every allegation that we had under consideration. And, I 
want to add to that that I disagreed with the staff .. report insofar 
as it tried to establish a series of minor abuses which in the ' · · 
aggregate would constitute a serious offense, because even though 
I said that I didn't think that it had to be a statutory•yiolatiqn, 
I certainly thought that it had to be a very serious offense, in 
arry event. So I resisted the notion that just certain minor abuses 
of the office could be lumped together to constitute an impeachable' 
offense. I always thought it had to be a serious offense. 
DFS - Would you add to that or did you add to that in your pwn .Minci"that 
not only did. it have to be a serious offense but that .in _s.ome ··_sense 
the American People had _to recognize that. - ·-
___ 
TR - Yes, well, no I _diq..n't as a matter of fact. I would say that I 
thought it was important that I sit in . judgment and make that decision. 
Now, what I'm saying, in effect, is that . I was convinced by _professor, 
what's his name , .. f'.rom _ Harvard? · ... 
DFS Burger? · -~- f_ 
TR - Yes, Burger. I agreed with Burger's reasoning in his book, which was 
written in respect to the Douglas impeachment; but I probably would 
have disagreed with' his later changes, but I think this is maybe off 
the record bµt · I thought that Professor Burger became very pro-impeach_ment; 
I think he kind of altered his views. 
TM - I think that he _ (~N'l'~IGIBLE) 
TR Yeah. . j"i~~(' -!-:· 
LAUGHTER - ..... ... ' t - "C.. ., -- ,, ~-. > ~ ... · . 
TM 
..- ··-T . -. - . 
I'm just going to -point out that. I recall with regard to Doar's 
activity in drafting . the art1cles that he did exactly what you say 
he was trying to scrap together minor things but now in the report 
itself that was issued by the staff, it concludes that impeachment 
is a constitutional. remedy that the Founders intended to reach grave 
misconduct, this was a conclusion, which is so injurious to constitu-
tional institutions and the form of government to justify impeachment. 
. . 
TR - Yes. I agree with that. There is one other thing in their summary. ' 
TM-
TR 
- Yes. The White House report added one thing, they made a point that- · 
it had to be serious. -·--~-:.: 
• • • ~.A ••• • 
Well, of course, I _know that, you're right. 
in there where .they talk abo_ut a gross abus~ 
or a series of thing~ ·_can constitute -
I'( · • : : -· - ...... 
' . .-: . ;,.. .. 
·\ .:· :.:--· .. 
But, I mean that part .. ·._._ 
or where he violates it • 
.. -.... ·,. :·,,, 
, . 
~ \ ' .. "4:: .... ~· ,,_ 
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DFS - Did you accept the Ford standard, that an impeachable offense is what 
the House at a given time deems it to be? 
TR - I disagree with the Ford standard and ·I think that we are as 
legislators sitting in judgment - that we are bound to conside~· 
precedents, the Constitution, to interpret the Constitution, to be 
bound by what we belieye the confines of that document are. I think 
that Jerry Ford seemed to imply that we could do whatever we wanted to 




- Did you ever in Spring 1974, think in terms of yourself in the old 
cliche as the "grand juror" regardless of what the trial jury might 
do? : _ . ~ -~ · . :~ ·. 
:. .ii .. _~::...:.. :~ .. .. ~•.! ;.. /\;_ - . . .... 
Yes, I did. rn -othet words, the fact of the President's failure to 
comply with the'· subpoena~ that in itself was really preventing us not 
from determining -his guilt but even from determining whether he 
should be held to· account, that's the way I like to put it, and I was 
very much aware that :if the Republicans, and the Republican party, 
appeared: ·to obstruct or to prevent cooperation that the American 
people could argue or the Democrats could argue and ma~e the case 
in the future that the Republicans were hot even willing to hold him 
to account. We were pot being asked to determine if there was guilt 
beyond a reasonable . _doubt. Our staff accepted the 'standard of clear 
and convincing evidence prepared by Mr. St. Clair. 
~! .: .J • - ·, :. : 
DFS - Did you at any·· time :become turned off, so to speak, by_ the President 







• ., • ' • ;~_; ·:•:...:~~ ... ~ •:" /• • . . - T: •• .. ~ - . • • 
Not at all, not ~a~ all. In fact, I have to say that I think the 
President selected · an o·utstanding lawyer. I was very impressed with 
him. I thought his cross examination was excellent and I thought 
he was superb. ·,Ji ';.·_:;_-:_. .,~: ,,: 
: . . _ ... - \ .. ' .: .--~. -· 
;~ 
Are you. talking· about ·st~ Clair? ... . 
- Yes, I thought that St. Clair did a very top flight job. 
- Now, what, in that same regard is your evaluation, being from Illinois 
as he was, of Albert Jenner? 
:, 
Well, I was strictly involved in hiring him and actually I suppose 
more than anybody else I influenced that decision. I actually was 
the first one -to call him. I Was asking his advice as to whom we 
should get. Now ._'~hat ca~e before Wiley Mayne actually discussed 
his possible app9intment. Bert Jenner, I thought, had the right 
• .• - .. 4.> •• - • ~- .~ ~~- ·.:--· ---.r~·>~: .'! 
• •' 4--' ~ ~-.·;_r .... ~~ 
/: ,- • _: r ... ~'f" ,. -~ 
' 
~. 4 • 
;,-











- idea initially about what his job was to be, which was to be counsel 
for the minority in our search for the truth. I emphasize that's 
the most important point to remember. We were supposedly trying to 
seek the truth and . whether it was bad or good or whatever. I think 
that Albert Jenner was initially treated unfairly by some Members 
of the Committee that began early to paint him as a rutber stamp for 
John Doar. But as the proceedings progressed, I think that Bert· ·_ , 
Jenner, perhaps, leaned over too far in not fulfilling his job to· 
act as an advisor to the Republican Members, but rather to become 
almost an advocate for the prosecution. In other words I I as_ one of 
his staunchest supporters ended up feeling that he was being a little 
bit too arb~trary and not really helping some Republican Members that 
sought his unbiased help. ·. :::. 
- Before we move off of that topic · of an impeachable offense -- -it did 
not have to be a criminal _vioiation of any kind necessarily, but it 
had to be serious. :... ·.< . .. :-.:~- · :· ~ · __ ·: .- . , .. · 
Yes, that's right. -; ··: ·./:: .. :~:/._' /t~\.\:-::/(_ -::} '.. 
'• . --···.t· ,~ .... ~ 
- ' 
..,.; ··~ 
Now~ whatever it was, then was it your posi~~on that yQu had to be 
clearly convinced of that although it may have been less then? 
- It became a clear and convincing standard once that was accepted by 
the com~ittee. - I think that I felt that it should be a standard more 
than a probable cause, but less than guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. 
Somewhere in between • . Clear and con.vincing was very acceptable to me·. 
Now, let me add one _thirig that -I almost forgot. ·About Bert Jenner. 
His failur~ to openly support the rights of St~ .Clair t:o be able to call 
the witnesses that he wanted to call. Bert Jenner did not give us . 
much support there. He did not give us a great deal of support in 
our unanimous desire to give St. Clair latitude to cross-examine.-
And we wanted to do that ·-- those two things bothered me a great deal 
about Bert Jenner's role~ .I think it was a mistake on Bert Jenner's 
part and I will go even further and say that the majority .in rey · ~ · · 
opinion, was guilty of some arbitrariness and partisanship on procedural 
questions and we finally backed down on those two issues· and soine ·or 
us 'that had credibility with the press helped to do that. 
What do you mean? LAUGHTER 
I mean really, .we shoyed them back off. 
•._ ... ~•, .::: :: :?.~-~ ... <--.. ~a· •• 
It wasn't easy ei~h~~.:.:- ·';.-. : 
' · 
- -- Well, I -got -up __ a,t -a _press _conference that Chairman Rodino -had and -- .. 
I just laid it on the line a~out their desire to limit St. Clair to 
so many witnesses. , ·_st • . Clair was very reasonable -in the number of 
witnesses he wanted to . calf•·_ like ten. ,--:- · _. ,: · 
-.. -:: · .. ···. ·.'. -''.-'~;''.~'.f:;;:1-?t1\\t,:\\t.~ < 
~ ,;: .;l:i\.~; / /\~· ,·.:-< >·:, .. 1:·_/'.: 
..... , ~ ,,. ,.. :--:·· .. ~ 
r "• • •• ?t- : 
. ' 
\_; . • ~ Jo'" 
• • ••••·,• I • 
• y . ~ ,_ 
- .. _.,._ . -~--
' 
: ~~~ i:~ ~ ~· :·~• 
~y "•\\ ··,\_\~/ ;·\ •• 
~· 
.. .' .. ~ .... 
' I 
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DFS - I had one further question as to impeachable offense business 
would you say, looking back on it now, that the action somewhat 
preceeded the theory that or did you think out ahead of t i me what 







I did a great deal of homework like I think all of us did. · r · read 
Burger's book, I read some other articles, I read -the briefs, and· ·I 
can tell you that my conclusions were reached before we really 
determined direct involvement of the President. Also, this is very 
important, I also thought that the President's involvement had to 
be direct, and not misconduct on the part of his subordinates, that 
could be imputed to him. I resisted that. I made it very ·clear to 
Mr. Doar, to Pete Rodino, and my colleagues that I felt it had to be 1 • 
direct involvement on his· pa_rt. -: 
So, kind of his smoking gun, not ·just a smoke-filled_ room. , __ • 
Yes, right. 
.. ...... .. . 
.. '.:.. ,. : . . . . '· : 
In general, did the Committee ever really utilize historians~ 
political .scientists, or Con Law experts, ~o you think that 'was 
correct procedure? They never really consulted hi~torians or Burger 
for instance. · Now; you say you read Burger's book and it was help-
ful, but the staff really was composed of just lawyers. No one 
really, for instance, had a history _background, so if someone had 
a question about past offenses of vario~s Presidents there was no one 
there who co~d -::re?d~ly -give an answer. 
.. . ~~ ~ -. :- : · .. _;~•.r1 < .:· 
- I am inclined to think ~that that was probably handled all right as it 
turned out • . ~; :I _ certainly think _ it might have been helpfui ·to hav~ 
the Kur lands, ·_the ,W~ig~t~ and the Burgers testify and also Professor_ 
- Bickel, who qied. : ":, I personally talked to Bickel and I think you ·< 
would have he~r;d ·different viewpoints but would not ·have necessarily 
been bad either; ·: :Cam saying that as it turned out' I don't think 
that it hurt._ --,> _ _. ._;";,~ ;: ·.: • . _,-...~:: - .... .. , . ..... 
- -...4.:: .... .- .-.. .-· -. t " 
SPL ---_ Did someone,- from- the . Justice Department ,- call you to stress their 
point of view or _to offer to come and explain it to you rather than 
just send you ~he _re~ort? 
TR - I don't think so. - ...... . ~;, -. -
\ {: 
TM Vince - was a good friend of mine in"the Assistant 
-- Attorney General's office of legislation. at_ that .time and he--brought 
the report · int~ rqy _ ~ffice and just literally dumped them in my office. · 
I had stacks arid . sta_"cks of this report, I had to go out and "tal_k to 
Hutchinson, and what .-Hutchinson thought ·r don't know, I said ·r think · 
we got to give _~hem to the Member's offices, don't hand them out here 
. at .the hearing: -~ So, "it ·was done very carefully but that was the most 
~ • • "": .'f. • • •, •• I 
. ;.:· ·: ·_ :~·\t~~i/::::/ . - ~ 
• J 
\ . '': ... . 
.. ,,. • l :._~• 
·· · ' 't ""' 
,· ' 
. ., ' 
.":/-~-'.it~-: .. 
· .. -
--' • .. · '· ... .. . 
~-~ p .•- ~-~ :4;. ~: ~~ 
;·.<'.·}:. :~:·. t? 'i· ~ 
~ ... , .., . 
'. • I: -- ~ .. 
f 
' ' 
'- ~·" . 
TR 
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- May I just suggest one thing? I think it is very important in our book and 
some of my Democratic colleagues are not goi ng to l ike it -- but I think in 
writing this story that it's very important that you hear our side of it abou 
some disillusionment, frustration with some of the dec i s i ons that the 
Majority initially made. This is the story. I also want to say some very 
good things about Pete Rodi no. Some of these things t hat happened · 
in the impeachment were like pulling teeth -- gett ing St. Clair involved. 
The whole thi ng began on a very partisan note, t he i ssue of one man subpoena 
power. The majority tried to get one man subpoena power. And Pete also 
tried to knock· out the notice requirement for hol di ng meetings. Now that 
could have started a stampede but he very wisely backed off of that when some 
of the press agreed with the Minority, which had voted unarilmously against· 
that one · man subpoena power; they shoved it down our throat 21-17; but that 
·_ was just one, and like I say, he kind of backed off of that. In other 
words, Pete Rodino was · very pliable -and Pete Rodi no himself knew that there 
was going to have to' ·be· a Coalition. He knew there was going to have to 
be Republican support and this group of undecideds that we _are talking about. 
This was just part of that whole theme. :· He wasn't the only one .that knew 
about .it. We knew _about.___j,t._·_ 1ie~knew~t.her~_~as not going to be an impeachmen 
unless there were some Republicans · supporting~ We would never sell that to 
the American public without that kind of bipartisan support. 
- . - .... . 
SPL - When the subpoena powers were actually first · granted, wasn't it way back 
in October for the Ford investigation? 
TR - I'll tell you _it came up for the debate before the full Committee in 
November. It was the first order of business after the Democratic 
Leadership ·had met with Rodino -and told him to go ahead. 
. ,_DFS 
•• • : ,,: .. •• ., .: ··~ •• ~ ·1, • • 
This kind of ties in then to ·not only your concept of what is an 
impeachable offense and the people involved, but also the motives that 
~eigh_ed on · you. --"' -. _, ~:: ,-:--·._. 
- - . .- ~· ': -. : .... 
TR - But I can answ~r .it really_ yery s~mply. I felt -that I was sitting as a 
grand juror. I felt that ·I had _to look at _the evidence, · and make my- · 
decision based on the evidence that I saw. I should not be influenced by 
public opinion, I should not be influenced .by anything except that evidence 
that I saw applying the legal standards that I felt were applicable. . . .· 
DFS - Obviously, then, the statement of the Tribune on the 7th of July criticizing 
a "midwe stern Republican_ ••• " 
TR - Let nie tell ;·~ri-_.-~b~~t ' that real quick. Harry Kelly, the reporter, denied 
that· I was the guy~ Harry Kelly; great guy and very pro-impeachment. I 
· . . :. had a great deal of respect for the Tribune editorial, which I thought was 
: :-~-· . ·· :bound . to ·influence a_ lot of conservatives, because it was conservative paper. 
;:_ }\'--: __ _1;._ ani ~on~nced tJ-ia~}!.~;?-Y Kelly a?d , Ma:Y _McCrory, who wrot~ a rather 
· :·. ·. ,.- . scathing article about .. me also being wishy-washy, were trying to pressure 
. . .. , me. ,. They thought that .. I was one of t,.he key, swing votes 
! ... C \ )'.i~:{,\;~(;:t/~:f ,if~~:: },f · . :~:/ :J' . •· .. 
. ,. , !~-
~~ :: ' . ~ . . . ...,,. .-•~ ·~ /:·;_-
.. ~: 
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and when I was raising cane with Rodino and th~ D~~ocrats over procedural 
safeguards that's when they gave me a little shove by those two articles~-
,the McCrory 
hy having a 
article which was very nasty~ said I ~as trying to cop out 
judicial dete nnination of the subpoena question, bt1t I was not. 
As a matter of f a ct, ca·n you say that frankly they didn't influence you 
cne way or the other, is that correct? 
/ ;t ~ ~
No, they did not. And~ ~s that he was wLiting it about me. So, I 
probably cannot say that. 
To what extent would you say the letters, threats , you know this sort of 
thing, newspaper articles --
Tney didn't influence me at all.- ·. I,ot at all_ 
h°11at about letters from constituents? 
No, I really don't ·think so because my mail was running strongly against 
impeachment, I think, for the most part. 
Was there any nei;.,spaper or magazine that you were reading all the time 
that you thought was doing a really good job of reporting what was going 
on •in ·the inquiry? 
I was reading the Post, the Chicago Tribune, the New York Times. 
., 
i 
Did you think any of them was doing . a fairly objective job of covering 
tbe inquiry~ · 
I thought Time tf.agazine. ·. I thought that all of the media was perhaps ·. 
not really treating the President fairly. I thought the media was really 
alw.:s~ strivi~g to stress ,my little tid ~S. tha.t. would further kindle 
the fire~ of impeachment, an<i I understand,ecf;"" I.a ~n±nk, they wE:re all 
wo~king in very close quarte~s together and ·I doubt very much if any .of 
them at this point had any regard for Nixon at all. I know they did not. 
Now, let's turn the thing around. For example on the 13th of July, which 
was a ~eek after the Tribune covered that story, Evans and Novak said that 
you had become the whole CowiD.ittee's single most influential member. 
Did that give you a kind of security, kind of independence, or what? 
.I thought it was a burden, more .than any kind of help to me. To me the 
whole thing was kind of singling me out to, you know, be the determiner, 
which was a burden. 
How about going on to number 5 here. ·How about your Ow'Il family or say 
closest personal friends, you know, people who you did not think of as 
political advisers? 
My wife certainly was very helpful and constructive in making it very 
clear to me that she thought I ought to do ~atever I thought was right, 
regardless of the consequences. The more reading she did I think ·the more 







DFS - You were out in Western Springs the Sunday before and what was the general 
tenor of that? 
rn · - Yes. That Western Springs visit was very, very important in rey decision. 
Cates actually briefed, I think, all of the undecided Republicans about 
the case that . he was advocating, · in other words, the case to . impeach," and 
Cates kind of summarized in rapi d fire fashion _wr.at he thought were the 
offenses,- ~ut when I was able to go back ·to Western Springs and when I was 
able to sit down and literally pour over the surr.mary of information which 
had condensed the 36 volumes, I could see ~hat the President ·had, in fact, 
· not been tell'ing the American public the t:hft.h and this was direct · involve-
ment on his part. There were statements that he made that had been reliably 
contradicted. And that all of the sudden gave me a sense of decisfon and 
conclusion and finality that I . could vote _for imfeachment and have . good 
; evidence behind me. This was Sunday, July 21. : ·· : , · :·· !- .. 
: ·- . -f_· · .. , , :.:.· .:" __ <·_/ - : ,:. . ~ - .. - ... _--:.-.~-r . -. -
DFS - All right. Jumping back just a moment -~ · would you s~ though that if a 
President demonstratively lies, is that·· _itsel.f grounds ·for impeachment? 
Or, is it what he lies about? . . .,; · -,. ·, . ". <t:::. 
TR 
·,_, 
I think when the lying in this particular 
obstruction of justice, that certainly is 
Now, I am not going to say that in every 
a lie constjtutes a serious offense. 
·, . . 
case- could constitute-an actual 
serious enough to impeach • 
case of the President telling 
-·-::.:' -
. -..;-·: 
SPL - When you were out there in Illinois your brother was quoted July _21st irt 
the Boston Globe as saying that ··you would probably vote for impeachment ; 
and also that you were v~ry happy the end is almost here? · 






Yes, _it was in the Boston Globe.- ~-· · . ..... - . . 
- My brother .is an extraordina_ry guy. LAUGlfIBR. ·I should also tell ·you, =-
because it's kind of significant in D'\Y -own case, I decided -- once r ·had 
-made up my mi nd -- that I had better go back to rrry di.strict and nieet with 
· rey Republican .county chairman and I did have such a meeting and I told tnem 
. -~ 
that I might have to vote for _impeachment. One right after the other all 
got up and said their people were against impeachment, except r _·_think_ there 
were a couple that said it was up to me and that they would support me.. · None 
of them threatened. But, one other thing, during these proceedings~ as you 
. _ have documented in .your book here, I was meeting with one of rey _be st friends, 
· George Bush, Republican National Chairman, who never at tempted to influence 
me· one iota,. but simply wanted to .. know how I felt and during the end of · 
impeachment, r ·was ·also meeting with John Rhodes two.or three times~ ·one .. 
meeting ~ith Bob Michael; one with Jae~ Kemp, all of them were very· close 
·. friends~ : · I _was telling them the problems that · I . saw and they were · not 
· _pressuring· me but they . were lis~ez:iing. · _ I . think_ that's ~11 of them _ -\ · ·. 
;};,'. .: • .:i-h:\~/i~ }~{} ,·: / f ~:/ f :. , . ·> ii; 
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Before that, the same article in the Globe sai d that you had been under 
attack in your district from the Democratic candidate b ecause he said that 
you ~ished that the i rnpeach,~en t i ssue would dry up and blow away. 
Well, of course I didn't like it. But that didn't mean I duc'·ed it. I 
just didn't like it -- I still wouldn't like it. 
What was to you the single oo st helpful ite~ of evidence or information? 
How about the Walter Pinkus article in the i;..·ashington . Post?. 
This was contrary to what sose articles said but when I r ea d _carefully, 
which I did, the edited transcripts I discovered □yself that the Presid en t 
had made a statement to Henry Petersen that Petersen should not be afraid 
to confide in him. lmd then also saw where the President then had gone 
ahead and given confidential. information to Ehrliclli..a-n and Haldeman and 
specifically had asked about Kalmbach and had told them to get in touch 
with Kalmbach to tell Kalmbach that so-and-so was spilling the beans. 
Now, that bothered me. When the Walter Pinkus article ca.me out, which 
I thought was right on target -- that just kind of fortified my concerns. 
I had, incidentally, talked to Bi~l Coben before the Pinkus article about 
it -- but I'm not sure Bill "7ould remember that. But, in any event, the 
Pinkus article did this -- it just r ·eaffirried and really gave some 
strength to my real concern. 
Besides the Dean testimony, you were widely quoted concerning Mitchell's 
testimony that he personified the stonewall. 
. Well, he did~ He was a very clever witness ~ho did not tell us much of 
anything. 
What about the Nixon tapes - what was your reaction when you actually 
first heard the tapes? 
All right, that.is the period before the decision period in my case. The 
decision period came later for me. Those tapes, tbe Harch 21 morning . tape 
certainly caused me concern, grave concern. I remember specifically 
Charlie Sandman thinking that that was the ball game. It was that .bad~~•~.' 11.Ueffia">h-but then, as so often happened, the afternoon tape kind of ~a ~h 
stream and seemed to again resurrect the same issue, leaving it unresolved. 
So, my feeling after going through the 36 volUilles was a little bit 
confused. I wasn't sure there was enough direct tangible evidence, but 
that's why that summary of information was so helpful in putting it all · 
· together. I thought the tapes were rather muddy in quality, but I was 
very much concerned that some of the tapes had not been produced and 
also some of them had been altered and also there were certain .serious 
omissions, particularly in the September 22nd tape. I believe it was 
September 22nd when there was something like 10 minutes of serious 
conversation where John Mitchell said they should stonewall it and all 
of that stuff. That was left out, mysteriously. 
Just an· ironic footnote to history we might add, you know we are using 






SPL - The same ·type that Rosemary Woods used. 
LAUGHTER 
DFS ..::-.~ .. Well, Congressman, why don't you look at number 7, it kind of lile.nds into 
that and it's something you have already discussed. How about the White 
House, for example? -
TR - I had an early conversation before. I think it was in December wfth Bryce 
Harlow, for whom I have a hi gh regard, and also Bill Tirrr.~ ns. They wanted 
to _know what was going on. There was no pressure or anything like tha~ --
no coercion, but from that point on I elected, because I think maybe some 
others did . have direct conversation with the White House, I did not have any 
further conv·ersations with White House people about the inquiry, although I 
played golf once with Dean Burch and George Schultz, before George Schultz 
. ' . 
left. 
• . . . 
DFS - When was the last time that you .talked to the President? Do you recall? 
.-; . 
TR - I do not. Oh, I · remember when I was at a meeting at the White House, it 
was a Republican meeting, and the President gave u·~ some kind of report 
and I remember Bill Timmons -- I had my hand raised to ask him 'a question 
and_ Bill . Timmons · wa·s urging me to get his attention. I think that · might have 
been after the .inquiry had begun, but I'm not sure~ it was a large meeting. 
And, I never got ·to ask the question~ Oh, who influenced me, you; .want · 
to know. , ~ / :;,;;;!,,~,; ~ .. · -:. · 
.;: ·~:i/ -;-· =- .~ ~ 
DFS - Well, any personal · background ties with Nixon, for example, the fact that 
he campa_igned _fpr:.ypu • .-.~ ·, · . . 
--~ · ... ~ ·: 1 -' i~-.!1-li:":~\~;. -_·1 . : •. - : ,._ 
TR - Well, _it's been .well documented. I liked . him, he was very helpful lo me. 
He campaigned , twis~ . .f.O.~ ... me. He always remembered me when I saw h_im -~ he 
called me Tom. When· my daughter was lost we felt she might have been , 
kidnapped, abo\rj:._ ·~five !Tlinutes after I learned tha\ t _hey had :foµnd _ her, I 
got a call from .. him .. directly inquirying if we had found her and how she 
was and what had happened. I was very touched· and he told me that he 
· had heard it from · Pat Grey, who was then at the FBI, but . as I said in · · 
my prepared statement, he has always been kind to me. Julie Eisenhower 
Nixon had dedicat~d _the franciscian Hospital in my district with me and 
I still have ori+.y •the highest regard for his family. 




Pl ne ? ... - . - , a . _;:. --·: · .. : -~ ,. 
... ·. --
. . -~~."; .. r.'~:'.. ;~~ .. .,:; . > : 
- Yes • .. I . think . t,he1t .. ~e . have to ·check the time of the Franciscian Hospital · 
dedication·.-- ,I, :~~nk .that ·was before the election. Impeachment was _not 
even ari issue. .Tell you what, it was before the second convention at which 
. he _. was. _select~d;
0
. ~~ ... w~ -~alked_ ~bout delegate selection reform • . _I _told her 
how important .I ·thougbt it -:w~s to broaden the base of the party to . have 
more minori!,i~s; _ ~~I?Em, youth. Anyway,-, she was a !riend. I don't know 
. h t . 11 ~ · - · · · -· · · l.S S e _ S l. . l.S • ._;
1 
, .;;_.,_ ; , . . \ .-· · :·-.- ~ .; .-. .· '. ' : - ; • 
_· ;•_ .,· ~· ,.; ·:. ;·~,: ~7·~·; ·•\ .. t·, . •-· -~- -:·· .· >~;= - r ~ 
DFS - How about Hutc~inson ·or _anyone else in . the party leadership O! in the Senate. 
1·'e e the ·-- ? · • · · · • ~-. · .: · ··· • n r re any . .,. ., . ··t- - ·~ • ;.·. . .. - r. ,-.(- ';; .. ·:}-: 
r •• --,!:·:-,~_.;;; .-.- -e:-c; .. -•- _,.~ ... _ ··· ... . ·• . .!'·; 
-~' . 
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TR - I _ was influenced by Chuck Wigg'ins ·, for whom I have the highest . regard. 
I was also influenced to a great extent by Bill Cohen and his conviction 
that the President was guilty. 
DFS, - Now, ·may _ __!_ ask you, could you kind .of pin-po:i,.nt that in time. It's hard 
I know, but, when did it come to you -- ? 
TR 
TM . 
I think that Cohen came to his conclusion after he hea:d the tape. Cohen 
just seemed to me convinced. He was very, very, ~keptical because of his 
study, but I'll tell you truthfully _that that was not what really made up 
my mind. What ·made up. my mind was that I finally heard direct testimony 
through John Dean, which I was convinced was accurate, and I say that 
again, I want to stress .this. I think John Dean's testimony was convincing 
bedrnse Dean knew that · that 13 minute segment of tape was eventually going 
to come ··out / so· his.• recollection of that . conversation had a certain authen-
ticity :_-because he kriew· that _it°"was going i;,o come out. I thought, . also, the 
s·ummary· o~ inf~rmation ~a·7 helpful _to· me. -. .· . : · ... 
'.,: . :.:--::.,/ .. -:-~~:~-~-:-;.·.~_.·~~~--:t .. ··~:-;~•,=/~f-~-:~4 ~ ---... :·-•·.· .. .. _.•: :-:-.:. • p: - \ . .; 
That's . t,he - segment __ :that' ,concerned the . IR.S political enemies list, Nixon 
talking to Dean about getting tough,'get~it over there and get .the IRS on 
these people, ·wasn't .it? <. · · ·. '., ... -.- · ·:·_: ·: .. -<c;_. _ 
... 
' Tll - Yes, .. sure. But, Sifica . did not require the President to produce it ·. He didn 
... think __ it was within the charter of the Special Prosecutor.. The Special 
Prosecutor went back to him, he said, look~ won't you reconsider the rest 
of that September '·f5 conversation. The Judge listened to it again and 
became convinced tha:t:. under that broade~ed mandate which _did 'not involve 
just the Watergate break-in but· other alleged violations, that it would 
be appropiate. So John Dean's testi'mony had a certain authenticity to it.· 
There are three things that when we get to them you are _going to _want ·to 
inquire about that are no_t part of iir\y. -record or things;_- Number. one, I 
went to tqrry Hogan the day that he . -was expected to . announce ' at_ hts _press · 
confer~nce and tried to. disuade him for ·r was convinced he was going to .· 
vote . against i~eachment. That was that morning~ and h~ .~as very n9n-committ 
and wouldn't give me any clue as to ·.what ' he was going _t,o do .~. Secondly,. Gene 
Heller of the Cox newspapers gave; me a release that wa·s ruri in th~ir. pap~r-• 
They somehow got - a.hold of the 13 niinute segment and in that report, contrary· 
to John· Dean's testimony, the. President had not called George .Schultz a · · 
candy ass, but he had said something very derogatory and also threatened to 
get rid of him. -· So it · was equally bad. That was probably more accurate, 
but I could not use that. But, what I did with it was this. I hurriedly 
. went, to. t,he_- other Republicans, the ones that were not part of our group, 
but_ Wiggins; Mayne" __ Dennis, and I took them into Mooney's office and said, 
... . "Look, ,men, herets :..what_, I've got-. •- I wonder- if this will make a difference 
... to you.~: .:_rll nev~~~forget .that because I thought it was incriminating. The 
- ... , almost · acted like ~: it,:,was._to6 late and that it wasn't important enough to · 
. change their·-deci~on •. Nobody knows about that; it's a very important point. 
. /" ;·; ·•;",:. .' ; _:.:,~~:.:f<· ..~::~f"'·'/ :~1::-~1:.f~ .. .. b;;~~:.- ~~ - {hl;'.::. t :;·.{ . . : . . . ·. - ·' . . .: .-~:; _  ·/~-'>':: 
· The·n. ·the .· o~he,;- .,_one.,·.L-C9}:len' an~ l anfF~sh addressed the _Wednesday group whict 
-was a group· of.l,ibera'l. . and -moaerate , Republicans to outline to them our ·concer 
. , .. about impeachment~·,::.,, r baa just spoken to the very prestigious 'writer for the 





- Sperling. He had a group of top flight press people and they had me down 
that morning. : '. When I came back I went right, before that group to outline 
what I thought were the possible offenses - and Fish and Cohen qid the same 
thing·. 
I , 
J ~ . • ·, • , 
First of all, with Julie Eisenhower, you took her aside ? 
TR - Yes. Now, the Mary McGrory article followed a meeting of the Chowder 
and. Marching Society at which meeting Julie Eise.nhower was our · guest. 
The Chowder and Marching Society is a kind of a fraternity • . I cannot .·•-
divulge what went on at that meeting, because that is all confidential, 
but what I can relate to you is that after that meeting I took Julie 
asi~e and said that at_ that point I . thought her .. father still had a chance 
to not be . impeached.if he cooperated and if he produced the subpoenaed 
material and the requested .material, and I urged her to .tell him that >=-
message. I thought he still had a fighting chance. · · And he did• i'n my . _., · 
judgment. · ·· · · · 
SPL '- Weren't you called back my :t-'irs. Nixon's 'press as~:st~? <_~ · (·:;:)t;-.·::· .. <.\ · 






- No, not then, a little bit_ later. But what happened_ :.mmediately ,g.fter 
that is I stopped off at the National Committee and suggested to my friend 
George Bush that he tell the President the same thing. · George Bush told · 
me he was meeting with the President later that day and would relay that 
to him. I eventually got a message that he had relayed that to · the President 
when he met with him. And, Pat -Nixon's secretary called me to again ·get . 
information I had given Julie • . ·so, I never heard from that again, but I 
did hear from George that it had been conveyed. · 
. ·· 1 . , 
Didn't you one time .write your ~wn letter as an individual to Mr. Nixon? 
Yes, I did. -
" • '•• ~ • < ,- • ~ • •, \j\,;,•:•i A 
I have in your ·notes that on May 16 ·there .was a Whi-t:,e House press·.:::.:~~~:· .. 
photographer's dinner and you were invited by Dave Kennerly, and that it 
had in your notes you cancelled but it didn't say who cancelled or why. - . 
- Dave could not make that dirin:er. Dave Kennerly is now the President's 
photographer • . That's kind of an interesting point. Dave Kennerly ~s ·a 
friend of mine. I met him socially, somehow, and we hit it off very well. 
He has since invited me to his house. But he invited me to that .dinner, and 
he could not make it .for · some reason, so I cancelled. ·· . 
'-1 '. • •• ,: ••• : ~· • ' ·.; •.• 
SPL - On June 12th. ~t ·5~0~--~ :m. there was a Chowder and Marching Soci~t~ meeting 
scheduled with Vice President Ford in the EOB ind there was a note; again, 
that it was cancelled. Do you recall that? . -_. \,., . _- . 
- . :. - ._, · : ·.,-.. 1 j t ~ ~-· t~ ~ ~ {} t ;,.:: 1 . : \ ·, . ·~ ~ · 
TR 
DFS -
Yeah, sure. I think .I cancelled, I'm sure; · .. _ - . -
• •• '"'!. 
•• ..... .,, .. 
. .. - · ... - - . ~., . ~ . .., . . -
This is · still conne.cted witli.: number 8. Mr. Railsback, ·about the 4th line, 
had anythi_ng happened, for e~ample; during .June --~nd July . changing· your · . . · 
relationship to Ed Hutchinson, for example? . - .-' .. • ._ .. :,:, , · . .;- ·,· :,.:- . ._ .. / 
. . •. ' : / : :' :;•.;~*:if i[tl!{~?f f :.{)~'.I?*i.f ~~K 
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TR - My rela~ionship· with Hutchinson was always excellent and contiues to be. 
Except, _I re-sent'ed a: remark' that he made at a closed Republican _meeting 
.that he couidn't believe that anybody would vote for imp·eachment and if 
., . , t~ey were going to, _they betters~· so now; Someth~ng like that. The 
·: :-.~~.,- .. ·notes· in nv book in_ respect to that are probably more accurate than 
•·· '·-~-~-~-.-~if•·.--~·-,- ·anything else .that has been reported~'i}; ·.~ .. - . . .'. · .. ,·;:·:,-._! ;,, ·· ,·~ ,._ 
·t.~.-~.-\.;i..:::::~~~~-~-- ~:~·.:_-~~---~ .. _,._:z:_~:·•; .. ~--~,.~~:·.\:.-,·:~<;;::·:. - --·. -· ... ·!~:~ · ~-t~ ... >~· ._.:_' :_ .. · - ·:: . .-:~_;·-
DFS .. - Was . that the occasion ~here you felt that he was trying to ·. is~late Cohen· 








I think he was. 
That Hutchinson was trying to single out Cohen • . 
. - > ~ .. -~ ... 
- - I defe~ded~ Coh~~: bec~~~·e:·c~h~n was the only. Republican diss~nter. Th~ 
Republicans oppo·sed ·sending • a strong letter to the President and then· when 
I was -at _lunch ~~· t~e Rep~blican round . table, ~ome_ of the guys _wece _raising 
hell with Cohen. · I said, -~~ok, heTs_ d~ing what he thinks is right and don't 
ever hold that against him. He is following his conscience. But; when 
Hutchinson made that remark, I didn't think he was just singling out · 
Cohen, I think he was singling -out all of us. ·· 
· How about Garrison? You· ·t~lked about Je.nner,- for example,-..:. · 
- Well, just as I've been a little critical of Bert Jenner, I also interesting~ 
recommended · Sam Garrison for a job on the minority staff. _I .wrote a strong 
letter for him, but I think Sam. to a certain extent got a little bit carried 
away the other way. I think he kind of assumed .a role almost as· a advocate 
ag·ainst impeachment rather than being very factual in 'all cases. But, well, 
I' 11 leave it at that~ . . .•_ 
. ' 
- Was there something· a little unµsual in that a Democratic counsel would 
have such ·meetings with all the Republicans and had influence. Was 
it a little unusual? . · .. 
- Ham Fish and Bill Cohen had met with Cates and were . impressed with the 
briefing that . he gave them. I think that we felt- that ·we w__ould not be 
influenced unreasonably by at least just .listening_to them • . I think that 
his briefing in itself was perhaps necessarily ,so brief that it did not have 
the impact in my case that the· ~umriiary of Information had, which I could 
cross-check to see if it was accurate. Which I did. In other words, I was 
in a position to go back and actually check to kind of cross-reference and to 
see if it was accurate. 
SPL - What abo~t the Times article ·jn question 8? The Times article appeared 
quoting Rodino when he· predicted a unanimous Democratic vote. 
TR - I thought that was a terrible mistake on Chairman Rodina's part, but it 
did not really involve the Republicans. Let me ✓ust tell you that this 
. whole proc_eeding or inquiry was not as I ~hink some people believed all 
roses and sweet smelling scents. It was very, very ; antagonistic at times, 













:n.ticlcs,w/resented some of the things tha t happened, and one of the things 
that I thought ~as outrageous was the l e aks ~hich were being made and some 
of those leaks ~ere obviously coming from c 2r t a in people that made al□ost 
no pretext at covering th .::: m up. \lhen you ta lk to Walter Flowers about 
that, he'll go through the ceiling. 
Would you say then really that there was co re unanimity of the Republicans 
and the Democrats on the substance or proce~ure? 
Procedural, yes. There was more unanimity on procedure. In other words, 
there was much □ore unity on trying to giv e t~e President every single 
procedural safeguard. Tnere was virtual u~a ~iraity a o ong the Republicans 
on any kind of procedural s a fe guard. _We bel i e ved in it. A..~d, we Repub-
licans knew that we could not possibly vote for impeacru;;ent if the 
President had been treated unfairly in the celiberations. 
Sball we go on to number 9 ~-- the mechanics of the emerging Coalition? 
All right. Walter Flowers was my good frie od and I had on several occasion: 
discussed getting together to determine ~tat ~e thought we should do. It 
became very apparent to me that Walter and I shared II:E.ny of the same feelin ; 
He had been very strong in wanting to see that the President received fair 
treatment. \-falter, more than anybody else, had a degree of credibility 
and respect ~.om..-me that no one else had. One time we had been out on a 
boat with Charlie Sandman. I _think it ~as ~ aybe three weeks before the 
vote. We discussed it -then. But, that arrangement was kind of cemented 
that Honday before the opening statements ·,.;hen after a meeting Walter 
came over and Walter said, ~'Rails, why don't you get your guys together 
and I'll get mine and let's sit down and visit about this." It was Monday, 
because the actual first meeting of the Coalition -occurred Tuesday morning 
at 8:00 a.m. So, we ag.reed to meet the next morning. 
Had you talked about this prior to that scene on the boat? 
Not much, not much. A..nd I'll tell you s o~ething, I don't -think really 
that we had made a final decision, any of us, up until the very end with 
the possible exceptions of Mann and Tnornton, but you 1 ll have to ask them. 
Were there any meetings or dinners or brezkfasts that, say, you and Fish 
and Butler and Cohen may have gotten toget=-ier at? 
I think there were perhaps some dinners when even Sand~ an and Dennis and 
some of the other Republicans went out to eat, I remember one tir:ie in 
particular we went with Dennis during the evening session to a place 
where we got chicken on Alabama Avenue. We did not really discuss the 
guilt or innocence of the President as far as specific instances or any 
articles. Up until this time, we did not really get down to brass tacks. 
Did you even talk about a possible Coalition? Getting together as a group~ 















- Whether you use .the word Coalition or not, was the group kind of a natural 
sort of thing that is inevitable, so to speak? 
- Yes,· .~t was. It ":as very app_arent that ·at least 18 De mocrats had made up 
their minds or we thought they had a long t ime ago. We r esentdd that in 
a way. I did, personally. And ·it : also was apparent that there were some 
Republicans that were not · about to vote for i mpeachment, s6 that put an · 
onus on those of us that were still undecided. So, the answer is it.. was 
inevitable. I . don't think the circulation of the Doar articles were of 
any great influe_n~e except to give us a start i ng point to start formulating 
our own articles. _,. ~ •· • - · • . . ... ··. . . 
• • • ;::' ; , .. ~. f' ••: ._ V .... 
I believe the Doar articles were passed out prior to the Monday, so you 
had those that weekend. Did yo_u recall reading them some place? .-. · . 
. · ' .. ~- _ .._·:-./ ·;)·\· . rt·.· .. ...-~ 1 C: ).~C-.; . -·~ ·.. .. ; . . 
- Yes, we did have them~ , But they were simply a base from which to work • 
Now, let me say . this about :those Doar :articl~s. I have a great 9eal of 
admiration for . John Doar, 'but ·again nµming through those articles were· 
. - allegations t~at ·,fn ·11'\Y. judgepieht ; '.· and I think in the ]udgment ·of the other 
. members, were not supported by ·evidence.· . I want to maxe _that very clear. 
I thought that there were allegations in there that invol yed _imputing . 
misconduct on the part of subordinates to the President and holding him · ·· 
impeachable for those reasons, and, also, I thought there were allegatiohs 
that were not supported by the evidence and that's why, before we voted 
for articles, we _fel~ it was imperative to write our own articles. . · · 
-· -, 1· .. '1' • • 
- Did this prompt ·;o~ ·~~ : start ~hinking seriously about writing an article? 
~ . . . 
-,,..::•t: l': 1f · . ·. -
Yes, it di_d, in that. respect the Doar a_!"ticles were the prod. :. · 
.,. r ~.,...,_.._ . -
• . • -- • .. ,: ~ -~ -( _'",:r": -~·r._ . .. . . . ,; 
Were. the loosei-iess ·,or the broadness of the Doar articles a factor? 
-
. : __ :, -_ -~~r:r·_~:~-·~ ! : : • _-
Yes, _.y~s_ •. / <:/:_;L};!t:·. ,:;·· .. ·.. ,. 
Why did the other J~ . come , to your office? .. -··-
a~ . . 
I think it was sfmply a happenstance, 
over. The . next morning we had coffee 
a matter of fa.ct:; for a meeting room. 
against the desk that everybody could _ 
really. I think I suggested coming 
a~d donuts. we· had it set up as 
.-i ... • ... ·.:- ... c .;..., ; :.: 
We . had a table brought in, put up 
sit around. ·. 
:
0-1 i TM - I recall Monday afternoon your saying to me there is going to be a meeting 
DFS 
TR 
in .your office Tuesday morning at 8 o'clock and to be there. You never 
said anything. more -~~ : .. :.: ·:. 
_ -;• •. : .:1 ....,-,---~ i-- -r-_";,,.;- ·-.. . __ .. 
- Did. you and· H!· .rio~er.~ kind of 'fig\ri-e that I would ask t_his man or 
' ncit ask_ that .~!11 ; :-, :-- ;< · ·. 
-# ••• ~-~- ~ ~--·~•,:. ~;--~~:~1;.~r--•~:..~ . 
- Yes, that's right. ~;Walter wanted to invite Mann and Thorton and I knew 
th~t B¢,ler s~<;>li!-4~ be invited, ·although I don't think _ I knew now Butler 
felt ?t _t~at ~~p~~~- . until _after that first meeting. And, I certainly 
did not know how_-~ann felt, I _ did not know how Thornton felt. What I'm 
sayfng is I · really had not come to any conclusion about any of these -· ·_ · 
people -- hciw --~hey :.felt. - · -r · - < , . ·.:; ,, . ·· ' · . -; . •-J : ,:, ·-i~,,.t :..· .. · i .... t, 
. '.t·1~,iU.:~:;t!?t~":'.Fi · · ,-/··;:>':ft '· :/t1'· :,<>::: a• 
.. ,. - . 


















and.....J_are closUri coAs-and-f k,kw that-h~,::is-go-i~--o- so., ,., or t the 
.a r~ic 1 es-;-
For exaQple, was there any cons e nsus that fra~kly we need an Eastern 
establish~ent Republican, therefore, we need Fish? 
No, not at all, not at all. We were not in a position to do that. 
Why, you said earlier that this \.las a natural gathering, so -;.;hy so late? 
Be cause we had not made up our minds. First of ~11 the pro ceedings had 
not been completed a nd I hon e stly think that ~e had not c12de up our minds. 
Pe had not had a chance to ·evaluate all this information and really . 
disect it to deter-wine in our ow-n minds ,,,hat we wanted to do, Se,. _L __ 
tbiDX thaz was oa~-ur--al; el~. When . we shared our views~ it became very__ 
apparenL- that there vere t~.icr areas of concern - Wat~rgate- cover-up and · 
the abuse of the agencies. ✓ 
I had a great deal of difficulty trying to reconstruct the Eeetings, 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday -- not so much in that 
they occurred but, even 'in that case I had s ome problems, but who was 
there, who was present at these meetings. 
Yeah, well, you're right about that. I have gone over this. 
Haybe if we go down that and try to expand on it if you C?uld. I couldn't 
recall even if that -meeting on Tuesday afternoon took place. My best 
recollection was that it did not. / 
I think it did.~ I think it did take place. 
The two o'clock meeting? 
Yeah. You know what I think happened? I think it was scheduled -- I 
think Cohen wanted ' to meet over on the Floor. We did not meet on the 
Floor. We scheduled it either for 2 or . 3:00 p.m. and not everybody showed · 
up but some of us did shoY up. 
In the first meeting that morning I was instructed to go and try to put 
together soillething on the cover-up. To get some language and draft it. 
And, Mr. Hann was going to vork on the abuse of power article. 
I think it did take place. I think it was 3 o'clock instead of 2 -- and 
· there weren't very many -- not everybody sho~ed up. 
But do you recall, I was down in my office drafting the article and you 
called a~d told me about the Lou Cannon story. 
I think Froehlich did not attend the first meetings, that is, either the 
Tuesday or Wednesday. I think that maybe Hogan began attending as you 
suggest here about on Thursday and I think maybe -we invited Froehlich 
too. Better call Froehlich and _ ask him. 
What do you think, Mr. Railsback, of my writing or calling him, and perhaps 






TR - Oh, I definitely think you should do that. Absolutely. Also Hogan. 
They're not -really a part of the original Coalition, but you almost 
have to include them because they became part of it . 
TM - I recall your callii:ig I think Froehlich on a Wednesday af_terno_on; _. :· 
TR - And asking him, · didn't I? 
. ' 
TM - Yeah, you kind of suggested. That was the same Wednesday afternoon we 
also got a call from McClory. Frank Polk cal led, and said that he had 
heard that there was a group drafting the . articles. 
·i 
TR - Let me just mention one other th;i.ng •· Another source of great concern for 
the Minority was on the taking of depositions or statements. we· wanted 
St. Clair to be .able to have somebody present if that deposition was going 
to be used as evidence for part of the record. That was a very divisive 
thing. We resented that Bert Jen.her sided with John. Doar in saying that 
the Minority should not necessa~ily or St. Clair should not have somebody 
there • . What they did was instead of taking depositions they would take--
a statement to avoid having to have anybody there. That was· another source 
of concern. They went and found out what a guy was going to say _but would 
nof tell us, they would have it all jumbled. 
DFS - Was there· any particular reason why McClory with Article III was·-riot a part 
of this group . as it originated? ~ r .·-:: 
TR I did not know that Bob McClory· was going to vote for impeachment. I 
simply did not. I think you're goi ng to get a different answer' from 
Walter Flowers._ Walter might ·tell you as .he apparently said in the 
Nora Ephron article that. I . don't like or that we didn't trust McClory 
But' we didn't know ·where he was. But you get that from Walter. ; Oh, ~let 
me address nzy-self to "g", :it's very important. I personally thoµght that 
Sarbanes and Hungate· were so;J..idly :for ·impeachment·, and I did I!ot' at that . 
point want them to· be ·a member of our group. I thought they were also 
partisan, ·m~ch more partisan ~han Walt Flowers. 
~ 
SPL - I don't know whether you've read Jerry Zeifman's speech he gave at Santa 
Clara about a month ago on- impeachment, where he classified. various members 
·as eagles or chickens. He classified Mr. McClory asap eagle and said he 
was instrumental in the drafting of Article II. And then contributed his 
own ~rticle of impeachment. 
TR - That's crazy, that's crazy. I don't know wey he's doing that that's 
ludicrous. · 
- TM . :.. ___ What - specifics do you recall of-the intensity or the pressures, the time, . 
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TR - After we got into the hearings in executive session and even before we · 
we.re literally besieged by the news media. ]'. would have calls from the 
Illinois media, from the ·networks, from all of the w~re services. I · 
would have Danish television, I would have BBC, ITir, and this· even goes 
ba.ck to when I first went home for the Christmas vacation, rignt after 
the inquiry began. I had two networks follow me everywhere t went: ABC 
and CBS and interestingly I very consistently told them that there were : 
already two crews there. Once the hearings began, it took on a different 
complexion, a different modus operandi. We would leave the executive 
session and they would swarm upon us -- a hundred of them or two hundred. 
Bill Cohen said that somebody grabbed something away from him. And they 
persisted, I' 11 tell you, but I wa.h'l: to be fair. I · am very impressed_~,-~-· · -
with the absolute dedication and diligence and industry and perseverance 
of the n~ws ·media. I'm critical of them, but I'm not critical saying · 
that they were ?ot doing their ·js>?• _They were doing -their job as pro-
fessionally as anybody could possibly do it. They were, I thought, over 
zealous and enthusiastic. Our lives were not our own. 
• . ... _;•: ' - ~ { <: - .} • ''. ::_ • ': . • . ,.·_.- •· . •. . ,· •. 
DFS - Right in the middle of this is Wednesday .night, after the Coalition meeting 
since Tuesday morning. How much time were you able to give to your .. own 




- Very, ;ery little. Because rny office was being used and frankly whereas 
other people were taking -time to dictate, I had meetings go~ng on when 
some of the .members weren't there. So, some of the criticisms that have 
bee_n_l.~veled that my opening statement was rambling were justified but 
. it was because I didn't have anything in writing except rny own notes. A 
lot has qeen said about rny agonizing· and .,the-·obvious sincerity and so 
. forth ·. I think I wa~ agonizing -~ but ~ think that there were a couple 
of tfmes when my voice . was weak. . In truth, that was after the · paddle ball 
accident., _and I . think tha:t, ~ s when it began to get weaker. 
. • •• '°, :;•, • •:~>• ~~ ... .-lt~:4 •> ~:-~. • '• •
1
. •• ~ • •~ • • • • # ••. ' 
DFS - Did you. also· have dinner that Wednesday night, and -_did you g·et . any 
immediate reac~ion walking into a public are'a? 
., . . . .--
TR Yes, I ·.di·d. You mean after my statement? 
DFS - That' s right.- . 
TR - I went to The Hawk and The Dove, and we sat down, Bill Hermelin was there, 
and I don't know if .you were there or not? 
TM ·y ah .:, . e • .. :' .·'" -J ~ - .:.-; .. ·, , -~ 
---;· ~ .,. 
\'" ... 
,_ . 
..... \ . : .s ~- -
.... ; ·,. , \ 
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- I remember this, .I drank_ some wine, I was really uptight. · After that 
statement the networks ca,me up to me and they said, Mr. Railsback; can we 
have you and I said honestly, I am so exhausted and drained, that I would 
rather pass tonight. And, they" said, oh · come on, in a very nice way. 
We've. got just a couple of questions. So I did go out. I ren~mber I was . 
literally drained after that . statement. '· 
. . 
That whole week, do you have any recollection of when you got to bed, 
for ~xample? Was it a kind of 2~hour a day deal? 
- Yes, ye13. I didn't get a ·· great deal of . sleep, but as I recall I was 
taking. vitamins '·and aspirin •. 
LAUGHTER · ,.:: ,.: -1=~··· ,: " .. 
. ~: /-: • •---- ~.i°' ,:/ \ /.~.• : ~ ;•.':~: . . •. - ,'• .• •• • • I 
TM - I recall .that picture in one of those magazines of your refrige~ator; - -
r wanted to get. a·~copy:. of _.that -.-:~""~;-~~-~:.r•i-~, .. .· ✓ 
TR 
\ . ·:. - . •.: - :,_ :. · ... , . ·_ -~--;:~_· ··./ '~_::· t~- :--- ~~ ... :~ \ ·. - . 
'.Ceah, · that- .waS-in People.-Magazine._ TheY-: had....a ..picture .o.f.. my 
it had a· 6-_pack ·or beer_ ?-nd prune ·· juice. 
• • • • . ·- •• _ ... · ; ~. • • •• ·· : • "" .• . • ➔ • 
refrigerator, 
.. :- · ~-, 
~ .. 
,.. • . "': ,"':t_ 
"'.,,·,. ~ ,· ' 








What role if any, did the proposed article III play? c··. 
- We were virtually in agreement that articles I and II were 
concern. We weren't very gung-ho about McClory' s article 
our areas · of 
III, for the 
reasons that I gave earlier. · 
- Now, is th~t adjective "fragile" a factual one? 
I gather. ····· ,·.; -· .. · · · '"' 
,· 
,. __ ... ,,' -. ... 
It has _· als;\ ;~~;: ·~·t ·~; ~ed 
- ... . .. ...::; \ ' . . 
. .,._ . ~--· - .,.,, .. . : 
- Let me explain. _ I conceived it. I conceived it on the spur of .the moment 
when it looked to me like the Democrats were going to try to .extract the 
last pound of flesh by pushing the Cambodian article and I meant it as a 
threat. It was a· threat. _What I was saying was, "Look, if you· guy·s want 
. to .get political,·then this fragil~ Coalition just might split." And it 
was a threat. It was meaht to be a threat. Here's what I meant by it. 
If they were going to try to ·hang Cambodia and Vietnam on Nixon in the 
light of all of our congressional approvals, in the light of what · 
President J·ohnson had done, in the light of President Kennedy!-.~ i'nvolve-
ment, then that fragile ·coalition might . split. Bill Cohen took issue and 
said, "Well, I don't -know what Mr. _. Railsback, my- friend, meant~ .but as far 
as I am concerned, it is not fragile, my support is not fragile for Article 
I," or . s-omething like -that~ ' .. · · . . . . - · .- .. · ~ . . .. ~. 
'; .- .... ~- . •, ._. __ .. ~: .. :..~~- · ...:? ~ .. - . _.., <· ·_. ~- .:··· ... >:..~ . ~. : ~· .-.-~f~ . ·.~·: ... 
How about the question of · specificity? ,>;. ·,/< .. _;_ . , .. 
-.. -.. -._'... ~ , . . . ~-;,::._:,_:,:.. __ .) · ·_ --~< ·, .· . .-... t .. _r'.t ~)' .. :·:-: · ,· ~ . · :--;,. -_. · 
The Wiggins/Sandnian:·attack and the· articles that were finally laid on the 
tal:;,le Friday afternpon_ -. . :they talked _ about specificity and on national 
t _elevi•sion the ~-articl.e · ~~s _ol?viously · taking a ~at~ng. And then you ··_._·:_ · · 
gathered that eve.ning for dinner at the Capitol Hill Club -- · . ·, · ·,. : . , ·::: . . 
•,·•, .. : .-'.' . _, .. .... '" ~ ~·1,,.... ~ ... ·:·.~- .. -
... _~·:. :._~: ~ ........ ~ ~ . - . }. ' -~:!:·~:~·:· .. ";::.:'; "; ~i-,..- .. ;,."" .. -... ~-
' . . •" ' .. 
" ·~ .. ,. ... ~- ... . . ... ' . .. . .. -
.. 
.• : _,,: .f ~::,} ~:::~ ;:r:· .. _,::~:·~~-
Y·,._•• 
_f 










TR , ~ Yes. · What we did in the light of those allegations, which I think were 
perhaps well-founded, . for I don't think our art i cles were perhaps specifi 
enough, we decided to support them with ncrr.es, dates, and facts.· I am no 
sure it was my idea. _ I think maybe it was Jim Mann's. I am not sure. 
It mi ght have been Walter Flowers. 
l • • 
DFS - Were the · articles general out of ·necess i ty or choi ce? I mean, did you 
intend them to be that way? · 
TR - No, no, no _we did not. I don't think we gave enough thought to specifici 
·and we did not have . enough time. 
DFS .. -
TR · ~- •. 
TM - -
Do you thi nk that Doar's .preparation fell down at that point~- should he 
_have equipped yo~ with mo~e of that· material in the useable sense? : 
Perhaps; yes:'~- I
1·~:~i~ ~t did a -.l~~tie bit. · :.· ·:~;:c-.:·\ ·~ .. 
• • • 4 _... ' :,."' ·~ • • .. -.:·. 
What was : y~~ ~wn p~rsonal reaction to that meeting? t: :/•.· .. ·y:~ · .. 
\ ~t• • .-. 
~-- .. ... ;.;._,:. ~ -~;t' ·~: ·.:,::, ::. . ·. . . . .---.;,· . ... ,_ ... ~ 
Here it i~ • . Ttte ·gr~\.1p-_c.ould agree ··on only one point. It ·had be~n a 
good day for the ·President's men ·-~ beyond that, ·no one wa·s- sure _of ·: 
anything. Some felt the ·specifics should be put into the article. Some 




information t'o the article. · · 
DFS - Now where did you stand on that? In what group were you? 
. . 
TR - I thi nk I was satisfied with appending it to the article as a kind of 
,· 




a bill of particulars. I suggested redrafting the. article then and there 
including the specifics. . But becaus·e of time, I retreated and sugge.sted 
instead the tactic that_ was ultimateiy put into effect -- go with the 
motions to strike as a means of pouring information into the record·. -
Cohen agreed, and I guess that' -~ what . happenec!; . . ·"o:· .- •••. • 
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TR ~ : No, no. The_meeting _was one of concern and apprehension.and suspected 
· ' · · vulnerabiiity ' on our part; But ~ think we finally decided at the end not 
·.· · · . · ~ to ~get shook - . we had the horses:: t ·o weather the storm. · So we finally 
-, . · ~ _ . ..: · .- ~- m~de a de~ision . and that decision was borne out of expediency because of 
. ... : _l_j
1
_._. _ ·--·~•1~_.~· _ : .,, ,~ . .-· ... ._!.he 'tin:;e;,,;-~-, !-• . . ·;·:-· ,: ._. '. :::_~ _;_·.·,_:_:_,'.~.-_·._: .. \ _~}-~.~,--:_•:7 ·--~.; .... -~ ·~--\,{,. ·-,".,.?·~~~- - ·: -.•:~;~ .. , ~ ., __ ~~·- ·~ . ?:,~·:-; ~~ -~~~-~~~~-~~:'{;.' .. ~- z:--: ~--~t;~' #'., l ..... '. ,.. .. ; l ' _ -- \ _,. · 
'l .... . ~--,:·:.·· IJFs·· _·: .-~:' wa·~ :tt' ·;trragile·: g~oup in the . sense of basic -convictions and basic 
j
·. .• h"l h. · ? . . . . p 1 o sop 1e s. . . . ~ · . _. . . . . . . · ··· .. ·. . - . . .. . · . .. . •· - .. . - . . -~--~- .· - ... 
I ~ -~ 
TR - No, no, let me say that the· fragility was hones{iy a · thr-~at on rrtY part 















- On the ioth of Jcly ·already, wh_ich ~as _two weeks before this, yo~ were 
quoted as saying to Mr. Flower:_s -. - "We have this thing in our hands." 
.. - . - ~ .-. ... -: .. · .. .r \- ;~-::_.;_~:?-:t·~~------. :--~:~_\;~~~;,;-;:.,~/:_f)~:.- :\:~~-/~. ~. -: .· -. . - .. -~~·: ; ~,.=<>·. --~ 
I don't think .that is exactly right. · I think what I really said on that 
boat trip was , "when are we . gonna get" . tog°ether ~and decide what to do?" 
0~, I may have · repeate~ that :. other~ ~bing, . but · I _ ~hink. a~ one . time I said 
t-o-r:{alter,when are we--gonna · get-· together and ·decide what to do? Somethin 
like that. We knew that we had the power. . Caldwell ·Butler, to .me, was 
_ __ a tremeI19ous source of confidence __ a_nq_§yp_p9rj:._-~_ncL_more t!'l_a~_ aeybody else I 
was -impressed that a Republican conservative from a Southe_rn state would 
have ~."enough guts ·to adhe-re··. to his convictions and have enough guts to do 
what h·e did. He was~ a source of cprifidence to me. That :i,s· also what tar~ 
Hogan did and what Froehlich did. Those two people were also an eventual 
source . of confidence to me. Harold Froehlich, coming from a conservative 
distrfot, a freshman, · ·also had enough guts to vote as he did~ He took us 
ali by surprise - maybe more ·than Hogan. . · · . . . . . . - - ... . -
• • J • • - .: - •• - • - - .,,.1 : ' - ' - --~ 
The main work of the . Co;;lition _obviously is the evolving ~afts -- you 
have copies of those, of course. •.~· ·: ·i _'. ,· · .. : 
-. _ • ., • •-. - ,1 - -.. - ~~••: • -.--: ,-,•- ' : •_.,•• ,- I -
Moo~ey _is. kJnd : of' -~ "alte; ~go" on -this because ·Tom has much better rec al 
than I. About the articles, I remember that we seemed t6 share a ·very 
common concern about Watergate and the abuse of the agencies arid the · fact 
that there had _to .be direct invo,!vement.-· We_believe_d that Doar's articles 
were much too ambiguous and vague and arbitrary - I remember that. Jim 
Mann played a very important role ·in acting as a liaison between us and th 
Sarbanes and Rodino factions. I personally would have resented it if any 
of them had started trying to shove things down my throat . and at that par-
ticular point _in _time if those articles weren't drawn to our specification 
I probably was .prepared to try to substitute our articles and if they fail 
I _don't know whether I could have ~upported their _articles. ·The Coalition 
without· a doubt was the . decider. I think that it's significant t _hat we 
· seemed to have absolute trust and confidence in one another - it is a 
real key tr.ing to it. · I trusted Ray Thornton -- I trusted Jim Mann -










DFS - Did you consider Articles I and II defensibl e in the Senate? . 
TR - I thought that they were defensible. 











Well, this gal Nora Ephrem p i nned me down and ·she : said, what ·,was your 
recollection • . I remember looking down and seeing Jim Cline sitting at 
the table checking off each name. After each vote, I saw flashbulbs . 
pepping -- and that impressed me. I will never -forget that -- it was 
hi gh drama. I thought ' some of the members were kind of faking.it. Some 
of them hung thei~ heads as they voted for all the articles of_impeachment •. 
- Now "c" and "d", of ·course, are ifi; ..: ~~~stions, · and "e" too. 
might want to omit .those; _ _ : · -~~-:.:- _· ': ~. - __ · · j :;,-__ _ : .. ,. 
So, you 
, •"°-' 
• .J •_, ,; • ~. : •• .:,_ • • --"\ V .·_ · • 
- The answer is I don't know/_-~ I think that would have ·been a very bad 
idea· to return after the elections. I think it would have been a ·terrible 
mistake · and perhaps _ther~ woul4 haye be.en new people and there would have 
been people that had beeri..,de.feated and there might have ·been very bad. 
pressures. I think the Senate probably would ·have ·convicted~ ': ,~ i• 1: . 
- . - - -.· _;_~ . . -- -.~-- ' ~ .>;~'-~-
Would you have been a manager in the Senate trial? 
' 
- I would not have wanted to. But, after the vote, Rodino . started having a 
couple of us -meet with him and Sarbanes and counsel, I think that those 
of us that were _me·eting with him... probably would have been asked to manage. 
- :- ; . ~ -_, · ~ .- . : :; _, -· ... • - · : ,..~ __ :·_', __ . 
. . 
Were there othei: Republicans among the group?_, ._-·_. ., . 
• 1- . - : _ __ -. · _. ,. -•• 
:- -:- .. - . , .·;_- . - . 
McClory . and I think maybe ~Cohen. I am . not certain_. about Fish. -~~[ 
. ... ·, - ~ ·-: 1_:· . ·.•.-: .. ·.-- . ·-. . ._:=,· 
-Did ~you think th·e inquiry staff did enough origi~al ~ork? :<·: ( 
J - ·, • • · - ·: ... _: . - ~· !_ ; ... ! .. -~.;-- .·:..'4 :. _ _.~-· · . . ·.-· ;.~ ,· ,~:~. _ .. t -;-~:- .. ;·;:~:-·.-
- No. The criticisms in my op1nion are justified. I -think that p"art of it 
was tha1;, it ·was such a difficult job_~ to assimilate [1~ frankly I certainly 
thought there should have been · more original lnit.iative. _ · 
The time is now 8:20 p.m. 
' 
. ,- ·.. .. 
· .  ·  _-r~: .c:.;:_:~i\:(t:~i f ;( ."· · 
I • 
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DFS - This is the second interview with Congressman Railsback on Thursday, the 
12th of June at 6:15 p.m. I believe we left off with question 12 (h) on 
page 4. What we have in mind there, that is your assessment of the offenses 













Nixon unique, anq so "' on? · · - · · · · , - · · 
- I don't think that the offens·es of pa.st presidents played any sort· of role 
except perhaps to cause some Republicans to thi nk that it wis unfair to 
single out Nixon. They thought LBJ also had been guilty of some serious 
offenses. 
How about the parallel to the ethics required of the Members ·of Congress, 
for example, the Wiley Mayne milk resolution.-
~ . I " : . C ·':. . _ , ,, : • :--. • • • • • • • 
I think th~t- Wiley '~as ·one of th_os·e that felt very •~trongly particularly 
in reference ·to the milk ·case,~ that it was very unfair to .go · on unless we , 
also made it- very :clear that legislation perhaps was also influenced _by 
Membe.rs of £ongress _'1ho _had also' received substantial contributions.. · 
- . -t1~1 .. -~!£:~{i:#1~~2-:?f ·: . ~-·· --- .- :·- ~- . . _ 
Do you think that ove~ the years there has been a _centralizatiori of power 
power at t _he White 'House that cumulated? 
- Yes.· I think th?t :there _is truth to the fact that the office of President 
became inc~eas~ngly impo_~ant and powerful and I think particularly from · 
~he ~ime ~f FDR. · Arth~ _Slessinger would agree with that. 
r: ~ .. •,:. ~-t. \.~ ~~ ,.: .. ;.. i;. . . . ·. 
- The _imperial presidency'. 
. .. -·..; ,~:...,., ~~: : \ ...... ..,. ;; . - ... . 
The i~p~;i_ai ;f~~id~~~Y.~ . 
-:_:: -;-- -;.:_;. 
. .. :·:.. 
~ ..... 
·--,._:..._ ·_ ::_ ··: -~~~1/I !,r·_:i~: ;1. ... ...... :~ _; "• .
How about . the . remark -~that the White House, not the presidency, but his. 
staff _pa~_icularly._ l}aye· be<;:ome a fourth .branch of. government responsible 
not to . the peopl.e.:d,:i,r.e~tly, not to law but to the Pr~sident'; Is that 
legitimat~ . generalization? . ' 
-._, • • '"' •• 'lo,,. •• .• , • -, .. ... ':.. • • • -
I think that there was a danger of that. I~m not sure that it ever reached 
that proportion but I .think that if they had been able to do what they 
threatened to do on S~ptember 15th, that is get back at their enemies; I 
thjnk it could haye been a very seriou~ problem. They al.roost regarded 
themselves as some kind -of paternal beneficent protectors of the American. 
peopl~. They regarded themselves as being very very powerful and also 
very beneficent. / d: r, ... ~ .. ~ _ . · 
- . ... -- 1~, --". - ~·:z-·.-:: ... ~- _: 
., • •' .... _ . • f' -- · -· •··- ~ ,- - · - ~.. ... .. •. 
In going_ back ·'tcf.las~ _summer, did you ever think that it was a reflection 
of American society being .sick or . that the general moral standards had 
.. - - ' ? .· • ,_ • .,,:: -~- ~-•.,. .• . _. . - . become loose. ::,:·-,<".>, ·.,•'. ~" , ., . . · · 
.:~ .. • -;t • -~ • • __ , _ ·:1~:~~~1< . -;--~-~~~i~:~-~ r~~::-. ~, -:-f:_,_: ,_ _ 
. . I think' that -p~rhaps there had ' been ·a moral climate set by previous ad-
ministrations particularly the Johnson Administration that would lead 
tho·se: people perhaps' .to think that they could do that and get away with 
it. ·r·even think that , President Jack Kennedy~s Administration also lent 
some credence to that kind of thinking' . . V 
'.. \i,i'j:: ; '_:: ,} . : . .. ,).f( :·)t::' 
:.r. .. •'\ \' "J •· J • , .. : . ... . . . ~ .. ~ ~ 
wo : •,, ~ .. 
• , ,4 ... 
r ,,. . ... . . .... ... . ....: - ., ~ -~ --·-~ 
•, 
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TR - when they tried to exercise some clout against U.S. Steel. That's 
somewhat analogous. 
:., 
DFS - This ."j" is an "iffy" one, but it is talked about so widely that had Nixon 
handled his presentation differently, would it · have been a di t ferent ball 
game? · · · ; , ·, ,. _ . . . ~-:-:- . 
I 
TR - I don't think so at all. I . think that in order to help Nixon he would had 
to bave handled the Watergate case itself .dif! erently. In other words, if 
he had acted decisively shortly after June · 16th that might .have saved it. 
In other words, if he · had come out with -a kind of' Kennedy-type reaction to 
the Bay of Pigs, the_n I think he might have saved himself. But I th:i nk 
that his case was very .abl.y .presented.by' St. Clair. 
. ·· . - -~ ·-:~_-.· ~-~ --~-~ ~t?.:~~·-_·.:···~·-·_~- ~ ... ·:: ::::•::--~:.f:;~~ ~/~~~ ... :~ .·-. ~- -~ ~~-
DFS - Let me read you something that ·one of your fellow members of the Coalition 
said without .teilinfyou who .it : is; ·then ask if you agree with this. 
"The ·hearings ·today· remind. me -the ·advise of Abraham Lincoln when he said, 
I If you want to stop'"a.''_church _ _.f)·oll'! being tuilt_, don't attack the religion 
but start an argument · over: -wb~re~. the _best location would be.' . It appears 
to ·me that the ~ strategy of t _he .White House·_ is . to start· an arg\1ment . about 
the procedural jneihods -used- by- the Coinm:i,.ttee -in . an effort- to divi de the - -
Committee and _make -_it appe·ar that it is being unfair procedurally~" 
. . ; '. ., ~ ·, V - ·, : f' · . . l . . . . . 
TR - I think that . o.ft"~;t! ~~s- the _White·· Ho~se· ove.rreat:ted to wh~t ~e, being 
the Members . of the.J~epublica11 Minority, raised cane about~ I don't think 
it was · St. Clair, _.sugg~sting this or that as much as it was ;the White 
House leap1.ng ~oni,pr.,psedural que·stions . that we had raised earlier· and 
initially • . S6~) ~disagree with_ tpat. · · 
.Y - :~;. ••=•~•• ~_•• ; . ~-: ~:i_ .-f:ir"~~:-~. r~~~•-5 •~~::~ ---:.,: :•.-. a:•• :~:~ - ~ - f • • 
DFS - Do you , think · we would ,,nav~ a clearer:_~defini tion -of an impeachable : offense? 
. _. ... ~-.~ .. -~::-<·-_: ·~a·~--.:·: ~. :-1 :_~t~-~}~)--r~~-r:--~~- -:: _;_ .. z, .. ._· ·. :-> -- . . - -~-- -·· 
TR - - Not necessarily at 
4
all. _ But I think that the work that was done by ·staff• 
by Justice ' and 15y~;thE( White ·House; 'all will be wor~ing tools. But we . did 
DFS 
TR 
- -. . -~ - . . ' ,t - • • . - -
not adopt ·an .offiG::i-~1,-.definition of w:hat would constitute .an impeachable · 
offens·e. · , W,( wili: help._future generations in that the clear and convincing 
.· . standard ·wi11 probab],y. be ~· an- accepted standard . in the future. I thi:nk 
that St. Clair! s acceptance made ~hat an acceptable definition for . posterity. 
. ~··; :.-;, -;;, _.: ,_ _ . . . . 
- A slightly alied_, question _is the defects, if any in your ju!'.fgment, of 
the· 25th Amendment. ·, . That has to play a part in this because the man who 
was to succeed ' iri'th~ .. of_fice obviously was not an elected man. 
- ►.-i~(t1_:'}~ - :~. ;~~i~~;~,:;,.i; ~.:.~.:~~ ~ ~ _ ... : . . . ~ . j_ - . • 
Let me"' jttst'' say -that ~_the 25th Amendment worked fairly well ahd I take issue 
with the peopie.~th~t .think _that ·it :did not. I think that Jerry Ford went 
throught_hi 'mosi.' ' seaf ching inquiry:_-. much more thorough than probably would 
. -have .. been.'t.h·e cas e : n···he ·had ·been campaigni ng ·ror reelection. I also was 
: . . ·.- , ., .,,,. :; .•.;,: . .- .. ' . . . . 
very "impressed with ·how: ; open· and candid he _was with us. ·-.:· . 
'.)?"-i~tfitif.fiW~:tfr:t \.'."':'_ - --,:rc:,>-
-_ ·: . , -~.;-.,'J<f--~-..:-( l ±:·~-Arni-~,: :-~ =-'i 1:-, -, } ; : -· , , •; '· __ .. -.;,,.: · -· 













DFS - Now how- about "l''.? There was a great deal of talk of our system of · . 
government. For example, Howard K. Smith, just a couple days after 
Nixon's resi gnation, said that generally people have been saying that 
the system has proved that it works and Smith said, No, I don't think 
t!}at it does. Rather, we are simply the beneficiaries of th~. c,1ance · 
disclosure of tapes but it is not the system. The system _simply benefitted .· 
from it~ · · · 
TR - I would disagree with that. I think that the tapes were certainly._important 
evidence as far as our determination. If Howard Smith is saying that the 
system would not have worked were it not for the tapes, then I would suggest 
to him that in any kind of a lawsuit you have to prove your case and there . 
has to be evidence and I kind of resent what he seems to be implying -- that 
the tapes were the evidence and in -the abs~nce of that there was. no evidence. 
If there wasn't any then the President . should not be impeached~ In othert' 
words, what I'm saying is that you don't impeach on innuendo ori suspicion. I 
would say to hi m that we had other things going for us. ·we. had John Dean's 
testimony. · But without the tapes, I think that perhaps it would have . · 
been necessary for us to call Ehrlichman and Haldeman and eerbaps even . 
try to call the President to get to the bottom of it. And _I think that · 
perhaps what "!ould have happened, we would have had to get into the .·a.rea of 
presumption if they failed to copperate. · We --also would har_e c~nsidered 
giving immunity to Ehrlichman and Halq.ernan. In other words, it wouid have 
been more difficult to make a case but not impossible. 
DFS - I int~rrupted you, were you going ·to s"ay something generally ab~ut :.ouh . 
syst_!3m of g?vernment, _do yo~ think it benefitted? · .. v· · 
TR - Yes~ It. showed that a b i partisan legisl~tive committee could operate 
in a rather· ~ipartisan .way iJ?. arriving at a determination. 
. . ' 
TM . - What about the impact on your own reelection? · 
TR - - In my case,-pro~ably I receiv~d more Democratic support_ than i normalzy ~would 
have~ It also caused many Repubi'fcans to st?y at home: 
# • • • .. • 
TM - On that election day, were you confident that you had won before the' votes 
started to come in? . 
TR r - Yes, I wiil tel}. you why. We had done some polling and so had one of the 
radio_ stations. · _It showed Stevenson just burying George Burdit but it 
also showed me w~nning big. So I thought there was a good chance. · 
TM 
DFS 
- But even the rri:~ht _ of the election at the Capitol Hill Club, we were 
kind of anxious to see your name go on and we were waiting for -it. 
getting 
• : • • : '!' -~·~... - ! ,..... : ... . ._. ... ... ,~ ~ -· . . - - . .. 
- Ye;te;day.you ~;ked-~s -to remi'n°d you of a couple of things. On~, the 
of Hogan ' · ·.:.. · .' ·, ·:::,:. -:-. ~ '.'' ~ ~,. :-· · . · - . 
f -:- • 
.. , .... • .. f 
.. ~. ,, -*•, 
'i.: ; 
} ''!- ~ .. ,I 
• . I ... 
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....... 
::,..:.. ..t ,-,. 
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. ·; ... ::~ .. - , ....... 












I'll recap very _quickly for you my rather futile attempt to discern 
what Hogan was going to do. And also my attempt to influence him not 
to come out against i mpeachment. I met with him in Mooney's office 
the morning of the day that he did, in fact, come out for impeachment 
and it was very interesting. · I tried to capsulize the evidenc~ that I 
thought was incriminating and he just listened. He had kind of a ·runny 
smile - on hi s face, but· did not give me any -clue as to how he was going 
to vote. 
- Was that before or after you thought of invit i ng ~i _m to the· Coalition? 
It was before, we decided after he made hi s statement to invite him. 
•:... : . . 
- That will bring us to humber 13. What we have in mind is _this -- here 
. "'e are ·in June or May·, . 1975 •. Now, what made you come to the decision to 
__ tape your recollections in a_ rat;her formal way now -- say nine mopths 
later? . · · - •· . .. :::. ,.- ,-: .· · .. :: . . 
. : 
~ ;'-rt _wa; . yo~ . ici~;-: ~~ge.st-i~ -~h;t _: it .w;uld be ~good--f~om- :an-hi~to;ic~l 
' · persp~cti_i.:~~-· ·.:·:· ( :/\\• · . .. ; · · · · •. · 
- 'wa~ there any part that fr;nk1y· during the fall ·and even around Christm~s 
that it was .. not yet· physically safe, but now was it frankly safe to t,alk 
about this and think in terms of publication, whereas you thought "let · 
the damn thing to " . last fall? . . , ,_ :· . _ ::: 
I think there is some truth to that; I thi nk as time has passed and feelings 
subsided and also the awareness that history would be served by_ doing this, 
we decided . to do it. · · ._:. ·_ 
' \ 
DFS ~ .:.. Now let~ s s·ay_ that Tom and I showed ,up here last October, would you have . 
been , equa_lly , receptive and enthusiastic? -. . . . . : . . _ 
TR - I don't know, ~on't know if I would have or not. It's. hard to say. 
TM - No .more questions. Before we r1m ~ff; there is something that we have .been 
talking about in regard to Hilton Head. Down-there how about _some kind 
of inforin~l; relaxed, casual interview with the different wives of the . 
seven ·members? · It appears that all seven of them are going to be down 
the·re. The wives played a very important part. And especially, maybe 
down the .road~ if _you_were to decide , to go · the' book route. · · 
-~ •:·~,. '-.~~-.-~"(:-·.·::. ·.~} ~' ';..-~ ~\ ~ ->· . ·.- . . 
DFS . ~ It's a natural human interest part·~ plus I think a legitimate part of 
'"•.-· ;·::~:;11};%~-~>i:;/\ _;{\_:;;~i7;··-?. :;· . :· ·.'. '· 
TR : - .- . You know- if ! were gotng to wr_ite this bobk I think it would be an · 
. · int"eresting format 'to _have a separate chapter on _each of us answering tl'!ese 
~ .•. . - -, ~ · que_s~ion~~ putting 1t t,ogether and to . show the different .. views. _ ·It would _ 
:._ :t•-.:· . be . veQ•-_interesting. In other words, have a chapter on Thorntor:t~ a_ .... -· · 
·-t~ :·. chapt~f. o_n Railsback: and I think it would be int~resting to· see how each 
1 :·-; · ·cf _ thes~· Ymembers d;iffer:~ . Well _it, s _ nice to .. have a · format _ that covers . 
'-~--~·,_. -~a\~~~rt~~r~i~!_:~ t~~t~/~;~ ·_\ .. :. \" --:~. -\,/~:j_:.;it~\)lfi}:~·\:~--D/?\~\;~<--~:;~:·~: ~:/r 
DFS - Thank you Congressman. ~r . .). ~ - ••. :·,:, .'"' r ... \l: ... " .. r;.,.'" ~!-:-~· .... · .• _.,:,r: ... : , - . :•,. ~- ii"-~; .. ·.";(.~.,~~:·;.;•. ·- · · ---;~V'T. 
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